20th Anniversary of Xeno
For 20 years now the Xeno series have been popular among players of all ages since its debut for its
excellence in playability, quality and design. To celebrate the 20th anniversary of this remarkable range,
Yamaha are pleased to introduce a special Limited Edition Anniversary model.

The Xeno 20th Anniversary Limited Edition Model (YTR-8335RS20TH) features an extra-ordinary overall design which combines
specifications of different Xeno models. The result is an instrument which can be described as the perfect all round instrument at
home both in classical music and jazz. Featuring a large bell, a reversed leadpipe and gold plated Valve caps and buttons, this
model produces a powerful and warm sound, with great flexibility and an agile and very quick response.

The Xeno Story
Driven by a strong passion by our designers to create an instrument that would be played on stage by the top
orchestras from around the world, Yamaha’s first heavyweight model, a predecessor of the Xeno Series was born in
1986. Building on the achievements of this model, Yamaha made further developments before releasing a limited
edition model in Japan in 1990, which was the beginning of the Xeno series.
The Xeno project involved internationally acclaimed players and
technicians who carried out countless prototypes and part tests. As a
result a further refined model, the YTR-8335S was released to the
world market in 2001.
The spirit of Xeno is to constantly push the boundries of the
development of new instruments, always improving and innovating to
create instruments with perfect playability and tonal quality. The
history of the development of Xeno is a fusion of the artist’s deep
musical sensitivity and skill with the uncompromising expertise and
engineering of our designers and craftsman. Yamaha have now
produced an outstanding series of instruments under the Xeno name.

The YTR-8335RS20TH comes
with a Special Edition
gold-plated 16C4 Mouthpiece.

The large one-piece Yellow Brass Bell (134,4 mm) provides a warm and powerful sound and includes a special 20th
Anniversary engraving and a French bead rim.
Other great features include gold plated Artist Model Finger Buttons, Xeno
style gold plated upper and lower valve caps and a long type waterkey to
help players achieve their desired sound.

The weight distribution of the 3rd slide is perfectly aligned and features a uniquely designed
slide stopper - which offers an easy response and great playability.

The unique retro design case offers space
for two trumpets plus accessories.
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